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THE CHAIRMAN(Interpretation) Gentlemen, the meeting is open. I call

upon Mr, Nehru head of the Indian Delegation.

MR. R.K.NEHRU (India): Mr Chairman, the results of our work in this

Committee have been reviewed by some of my distinguisehedcolleagues.

You also, Sir; in your capacity as Chairman - and, might I add, a

Chairman who has won our very deep respect by his unfailing courtesy

and sense of fairness - have made some observations on the subject.

We have decided, Sir, to publish the results of our work in the form

of a report which will be placed for conideration before our respec-
tive governments and peoples. I do not propose in this final meeting

to attempt a detailed exposition of the proposals, for we are, most
of us, tired men, and there must be some interval for reflection
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before we make anysuchattempt, Iwould like, however, to say a

few words of an explanator characteron this subject as a possible

aid to the study of the report. If myremarks are not wholly con-

fined to points on which complete agreementhas been reached, I trust

that my motive will not be mi sunderstood. - If I might explain, Sir,

some of us who were a bit seeptical as to the outcome of this

Conference are now inclined to take a somewhat different view.

The first point I would like, to refer to is the scope and

character of our discussions in the present session of the Committee,

Since most of our meetings have been held In private - although I

must say, in fairness to ourselves, that the Indian Delegation has

always been in favour of maximum publicity being, given to such dis-

cussions - it is possible that some misunderstanding may have been

caused, This will be cleared up when the report is published, but-

I take this opportunity to repeat that we came here not to enter

into any kind of comitment, but merely to exchange views and ideas

with our colleagues from other countries. We have not departed

from that position and the views expressed by the various delega-

tions, including our own, as set out in the report, will be placed,

on our return to India; before our Government and people, The

entire problem will then be examined in the light of these views and

of other expressions of opinion, and alsoperhaps of new developments
in the economic and other fields, in preparation for the leader meet

ings, The drafting process is largely mechanical, but in the Spring

meeting of this Committe we hope to be able to go a step further in

elucidating points of doubt and resolving differences of opinion.,

The fact that on a number of points divergent views have been

expressed is not an unhealthy sign and we, may still be able to con-

found the pessimists who are doubtful about the prospects of the

Conference. Let them not forget that the task allotted to us by

the Economic and Social Council is one of major dimensions, covering

the preparation of a draft agenda, including a draft convention, for

consideration by an International'Conference, We have been asked

by the Council to bear in mind that the purpose of this Conference
is to promote the expansion of production, exchange and consumption
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of goods in all countries and to pay special attention to the needs

of countries which are still not fully developed, If we have been
able to complete the exploratory stage of this vast labour in the

short space of' six weeks, I think, Sir, that this is an achievement

of which we have no reason to be ashamed, "Much haste, less speed"
is a maxim we would do well to rermember, for we are dealing with an

intricate problem and no country - least of all one in the position

of India, which has still to develop its. resources to the full -

could be expected to enter into long-term commitments affecting the

development of the national economy without studying the prospects

carefully,

I said, Sir, that this report would soon be presented for consid.-

eration to our respective Governments and peoples, What their

reactions will be it is too early to say, but I would like to assure

the Committee the", so far as India is concerned, the views put forwar

by every delegation will be examined by us with the utmost care. Our

general approach to this problem, has already been indicated in the

first plenary session and the latermeetings. We have made itclear

that the primary objective to which all our efforts and planning in

India are increasingly being directed Is a broad social-objective,

namely, the liquidation of Indian poverty and the raising of the

standards of living of our vast population, In order to reach this

objective, we must increase production and create a better balance
between industry and agriculture, which means that we must adopt a

policy of rapid Industrialisation and the modernisation of our

methods of production. There are other considerations also: first,

economic progress must be rapid, for our population is expanding fast

and we are constantly threatened by famine and shortage; secondly,
the benefits of economIc progress must be passed on rapidly to the

people; and, thirdly, our resources which are not unlimited must be

used in the best interests of the community as a whole, It is aIso

these reasons that ie are trying to build up a type of economy which

while giving adequate scope to private enterprise willplace the

control and direction of the larger aspects of economic activity In

the hands of a Government which represents the broad mass of our
people. 3
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These facts have been stated before, but I would like to

emphasize again that out attitude to the problem of foreign trade

is not quite the same as that of certain industrial countries

-high are represanted in this meeting. In the past, past have been

compelld to aim at an export surplus in order/to meetour varied

foreign obligations. The position has no-chaanged and instead

of being a debtor we have become an important creditor nation.

Although --a still need a very largeexport trade, our primary

interest in the future will be the development of our own vast

internal market. Many of our products are in World-wide demand,

and the problem of finding a market for then Which faces, or is

exported to face, certain exporting interests in the leading

industrial countries in respect of other typos of products might

-not perhaps affect us seriously for a number of years. Since we

also constitute one of the biggest potential markets for a large

variety of imported products, it might not perhaps be difficult

for us to adopt a trade policy --high is wholly of our own choice,

subject of course to our adhering strictly to tho objectives that

we have in view.-

Nevertheless, sir, it would be a mistake: to suppose thawe

have at any time considered the possibility of adopting an

autarchic trade policy. We fully approciate the benefits of

multilateralism, and since as a creditor nation we are anxious to

secure the smooth and speedy liquidation of our claims, We are

vitally interested in the expansion of world trade on a non-

discriminatory basis. We also recognize that there is a close

inter-dependence between our country and other countries in

economic and other matters and that the success of our own

programme of development .could to some extent depend on the

attainment of a high leval of employment and economic activity

in the rest of the World. Finally - 'and I would like to emphasize
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that this is a point to hich we attach the greatest possible

importance - we believe firmly in the principle of international

co-operation and so long as we are members of the U.N.O., it will

-be our constant endeavour to promote the cause for which it stands

by participating in any scheme of co-operative relationship which

meets the vital requirements of all countries and is based on

respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination

of peoples.

It is against this background, Sir, that some of the proposals

of this Committee will be examined by our Government and people.

ie have covered a great deal of ground in the present session

and have registered a number of gains. Unquestionably, the most

important gain is the opportunity .high these meetings have given

us of establishing contacts and making personal friendships and

exchanging ideas with our colleagues from other countries. We

have learnt a great deal from then and have endcavoured to give

them an insight into our own problems and difficulties. We came

here to educate ourselves and to prepare the ground for the later

Conference, and I think we can reasonably claim that our mission

.has not been unsuccessful. The number of points on which agreement

has been reached at an expert level is commendably large. We have

not committed our Governments in any way, but I do not/hink that

much fault will be found with the agreed views put forward in the

report on such subjects as employment policy, commodity policy,

the character and functions oi the proposed organisation and

certain aspects of commercial policy.

Even more important from our own point of view is the new

draft Chapter which has been propared for consideration and study

by member Governments on the subject of economic development,

In our comments on the United States proposals for the expansion

of world trade and employment, rich were subsequently presented

in the shape of a draft charter, we deplored the fact that so
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little understanding, was shown of the problems and needs of the

undeveloped countries, We also gave expression to the view that

the entire approach of the proposals was of a negative rather than

of a positive character. We recognise, Six, that an attempt has

been made to meet this criticism and that there is a welcome charge
in the attitude of the more advanced countries. There is now, a

clearer recognition of the right and duty of all members to promote

that has been described as "the continuing industrial and general

economic development of their respective countries." Members have

been adviscd to agree to give an undertaking that they will co-

operate in such matters as the provision of capital funds, technical

assistance and equipment., needed by the less developed economies.

Finally, some advance has also been made in other directions, cg.

the right of moebor countries to givo special assistance to

particular industries in tho shape of protective and other measures

has now been fully recognized.

we have undoubtedly moved forward, Sir, but the question that

is likely to bc asked in India is, have we moved far enough?

Certain objectives and principles have been accepted and thc draft

chapter on economic development provides some measure of freedom

to use tariffs and subsidies for the purpose of protecting industry.

But a developing country which is faced with special problems

of the type so often discussed in our meetings may not find it

possible to give up its right to use more direct methods of trade

regulation which may be vitally necessary for the execution of its

development plans. The suggestion has been made that if it wishes

to use such methods it should ask for release from its obligations

from the Trade Organization and an elaborate procedure has been

suggested for enquiries into such applications. This is not the

time, Sir, to discuss those matters in detail and the proposals

.will in any case soon be released for publication. It does seem

to me, however, that it is not by imposing such restrictions and

6.
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laying down a procedure which may lead to delays and prove a

source of conflict and irritation that the cause of economic

development and industrialisation can be advanced. In India,
Sir, wehave had some experience of outside interference with

our trade and tariff policies and of the hampering offeet of

certain Procedures -which have been followed in this connection.

We have won our fiscal freedom after a long struggle and are

planning to use it for the purpose of developing our national

economy in the interests of our people. Certain suggestions

that we have put forward for consideration are designed to

ensure that these rights are exercised for the purpose of devlop-

ment in a rational manner, subject to any international criteria

which may be agreed upon and with due regard the the legitimate

interests of other countries.

I have not the time, Sir, to go further into this matter,

but Iwould like to say, before ending my speech, that having

achieved so much inthe present session we must make a determined

effort to reach some agreement on this point and also on certain

other points on which there is still some difference of opinion,

so that the great task -high has-been entrusted to us by th,

Economic and Social Council may be successfully accomplished.
In conclusion, Sir, I would like to associate myself cordially

with the tribute of thanks and gratitude which has been publicly

paid by some of my colleagues to the many officials of the United

Nations, led by our worthy and able Executive Sccretary, and to

whose untiring labours weowe much of the success which we have

achieved, (Applause)

the chairman (Interpretation): I thank Mr. Nehru for his statement.

- Gentlemen, -with your permission I shall interrupt for the

time being the series of statements given by delegations in order

to call upon the representatives of two non-governmental agncies,

the International Chamber of Commerce and the world Federation of
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Trades Unions, who have asked to be allowed to state their

opinions at the beginning of the afternoon.

I therefore call upon Mr. Phillips, the representative of

the International Chamber of Commerce.

MR. phillips (I.C.C.): Mr. Chairman and gentleman, as delegateof

the International Chamber of Commerce I have followed with absort

interest the day to day developments of the work of the several

Committees, and speaking as the representative of world business

may I be permitted to congratulate the members of this Conference

on the successful results achieved, which have only been possible

due to the enormous amount of work and time devoted to this

meeting by everyone participating.

The membership of the International Chamber of Commerce

includes 31 countries, each with a National Committee, and,

collectively, representatives of these Committees comprise the

Council of the Chamber. In each of those groups are the leaders

of Trade, Industry and Banking of their respective countries.

The Chamber has established a. number of Committees for

the purpose of studying and submitting proposals on many phases

of International Trade, and, of course, has considcred carefully

the original United States proposals which have eventuated in

this Conference.

In studying the Report Of Committee I,. the International

Chamber of Commerce observes that no mention is made of consulta-

tion with Non-governmental Organisations, although our Non-

governmontal organisation in particular is uniquely equipped

to make a substantial contribution on methods best adapted to

assist employment. The International Chamber of Commerce Committ

on Methods to Maximize Employment numbers amengst its members

several -world authorities on this most important subject and

much study has been given to it.

I am very pleased to note that in the Report of Committee

8.
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V, provision is inclueded covering suitable arrangements for

consultation and co-operation with non-governmental organizations.

When the International Trade Organization becomes an

accomplished entity, it will be the cluty of the members Of the

International chamber of Commerce to carry out its decisions,

and I can assure the Delegates here present that the Charaber

will co-operate to the fullest extent and every effort till be

made by the leaders of world trade to onsuro success to this

most important Organization.

In conclusion, may I express to you, Mr, President, to

this heads of the Delegations and to the Delegates, my grateful

appreciation and thanks for tho unfailing courtesy and

consideration that has been afforded to me by everyone.In

addition, I desire to thank Mr. Wyndham-White and his hard

worked staff for the assistance they have rendered to my

associates and myself. I thank you. (Applause).
the chairman (Interpretation): I thank Mr. Phillips, and I call upon

Mr. Duret, the delegate of the world Federation of Trade Unions.

MR. DURET (....T.U.) (Translation): Mr. Chairman, in vier of tha

importance and multiplicity of the tasks facing the Proparatory

Conference on Trade and Employment, the worldd Federation of Trade

Unions desires to state its pogition on the problems which have

been under discussion.

The unequal development of world economy after two great wars

has resulted in a considerable increase in the specific right of

the economics of certain countries, Whose national income has

become much greater than that of all other States. The distribut-

ion of this income, which is also more unequal, constitutes a

source of crises of undeconsumption, the onset of which is to

bo foreseen and the offects of which will be more dangerous than

a crisis in poorer countries .hose national income is more
equally distributed,
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The limitiations of consumption in the former countries

also reduce the opportunities for investment in their industries.

There the danger of a crisis is all the greater as all controls

are progressively abandoned and reserves of purchasing power,

accumulated during the war, are reduced by the rise in prices.

For this reason, an energetic policy of full employment in those

States is necessary to assure the prosperity of world economy.

The fundamental defect in the, initial proposals made to

this Conference as that they were esseatially negative. In short

it was a question of a return to the doctrines of economic

automatism, a source ofeconomic wellbeing and stability, a

doctrine which as, however, proved to be a failure in the

twentieth countury.

"If restrictions are abolished, verything will be all right"
Suchseems to be the leitmotif of Nco-liberalism. However, this

formula. in no way solves present-day economic antagonisms, as

crises areessentially due to the contradiction between large-scal

production and the limitation of the purchasing power of the massei

a contradiction which is the dominant feature of our opoch..

Therefore, the world Federation of trade Unions stresses the

necessity of establishing an order of pracedence among the

various problems discussed at the Conference, founded on their

importance and their scope. In its opinion, one problem must enjoy

priority over-all others; that of a policy of full employment.
We recall briefly the arguments we have already had the

opportunity of developing in Committee I. Theworld Federation of
Trade Unions considers that a policy of full employment must be
pursued on a world scale and be imposed in all countries whose
Trade Union organizations are its members.'

However,the policy of full employment can take on diferent
aspacts according to the specific conditions in each country. In
certain countries it is essentially a question of assuring regular
employment for the whole labour fore, or, in the well knownformula
of attaining a situation in which the demand for labour is slightly
higher than the number of workers available.

A policy of full employment in those countries has a bearing
on the limitation. of working hours and on the remuneration of
labour, and is accorapanied by a policy of the redistribution of
purchasing power so that the greatest part of production canbc
absorbed by the homo market.

10.
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In other states, economically; backward, the problem presents itself in a

different way. Such countries can employ all their labour resources to the full

and yet the situation cannot be judged satisfactorily,. In fact, if production

methods arc archaic, absence of apparent unemployment can co-cxist with a very

low level of national income and wretched living; conditions for the whole

population. In those circumstances, the policy of full employment consists of

developing national income to the maximum, supplying those nations with modern

equipment and, at the same time, ensuring full employment of the labour force

on this new basis.

Starting from those considerations, the W.F.T.U. considors that, in those

countries, special importance should be accorded to the level of wages. It

warns against a dangwrous interpretation of the idea that the special economic

conditions of these States necessitatethemaintenance of wages at a low level.

The low level of wages retards the progress of industrialisation by :making less

urgent the substitution of the machine for man and in general the adoption of all

technical refinemants.

Now, it is necessary for those nations to be able progressively to bridge the

gap between their own economic development and that of countries economically

most advanced. Therefore, it is a question of a veritable reversal of the present-

day tendency, as; for twenty years, this gap has constantly tended to increase.

Finally, there arc statcs in which the possibilities of economic development

far surpass their reserves of labour, and which cannot, therefore, fully omply
their production potential except through the importation of foreign labour.

In the case of those countries, it cannot be considered that full omployment

is achieved when all domestic labour is fully employed.

The economic development of those nations is often thwarted, moreover, and

especially since the war and enemy occupation, by an insufficiency of industrial

plant and raw materials. The policy of full employment must aim at putting at

their disposal more abundant labour andmore elaborate plant which, by allowing

them to develop their reduction possibilities and incrcasc their national

income, will greatly serve the cause of international trade But it will only

succeed if the two aims defined above arepursued.

Certainly, improvement in technique will diminish the needfor labour, but

often not so much as to allow those states to dispense with foreign labour.

Therefore, in a word, we consider that for them the policy of full employment
11
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must not be limited to assuring full employment for domestic labour, but also

full employment of thoir production potentialand their economic possibilities.

The policy of full employment, as we have just defined it, possesses,

therefore, a general significance. It impliesin countries a policy of increasing

national income and redistributing purchasing power in favour of the working

classes. It also necessitates a redistribution of purchasing power among the

various nations of the world, between the rich nations and the poor nations. A

whole -system of international loans should be conterulated. However, these

loans, rationally conceived, should not result ultimately in subjecting the

economy of countries economically weaker to that of countries possossing groat

industrial and financial power.

We consider that for countries economically backwardor weakened by the war

and occupation, it is indispensable, if tho policy of full employment is to be

assured, to Sive a very wide application to the transitional period clause and to

allow them to use quantitative and discriminatory protective methods (including

qualitative discriminations), until they can.compete on an equal footing with their

mostfavoured rivals. In fact, the imposition on their economies of the tempo of

industrialisation and reconstruction necessary for this purpose cannot be con-

templated without their being allowed to use methods of directed economy and

planned organisation.

Any method based exclusively on freedom of trade, market operations and

monetary demand cannot assure for those countries the priority of social needs.

The very recognition of the necessity of a. transitional period proves that the mos

convinced supporters of a return to the methods of economic liberalism understand

that the complete application of their doctrine would in practicg result in

catastrophe. In fact, there are too many countries where a renunciation of the

practices of planned economy would quickly lead to an aggravation of the

disequilibrium in their balance of payments, to a reduction in effective demand

on foreign markets and to the possibility of putting into practice the-policy

of full employment.

Finally, the planned and co-ordinated development of countries which,

through insufficiency of their wealth and the poverty of their economy must,

by specific methods, make it possible for themselves to apply a system of large-

scale production, will be irreducibly compromised. If the measures proposed to

the Conference are not modified, those countries would be no longer able to
12
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re-organise rationally their production structure. In short, we believe that a

country is in a transitional period as on; as it remains in a position manifestly

interior to that enjoyedby its most favoured competitors, as longas there cxists

between its econonic technique and potential and these of. the most favoured nations

a gap the bridging of which must be the main objective of the economic policy of the

state in a transitional period. A state must therefore be in a position to

accelerate the rhythm of its economic development by adopting measures of economic

control. It is, however, of primnary importance to know whether countries in a

transitional period should in fact relinquish a part of their economic sovereignty.

It is for this reason that we asked Committee Il to, decide upon a body capable, if

need be, of determining whether a country be in a transitional period, to what

extens such a country should enjoy waiving rights, and when it should cease to do

so.

A satisfactory reply has yet to be given to these questioned For our part,

we cannot accept a position in which subordinate organsof the, ITO or other

similar bodies can settle matters for themselvesand decide whether or not the

measures taken by states are a necessary part of the full employment policy which

those states have decided to adopt. On the basis of these considerations, the

WFTU is of the opinion that:

(1) the guarantecing of full employment must be the primary consideration.

(2) the body set up to carry out this policy should occupy a position of

greater importance than that of the specialised monetary and banking

agencies, who should adapt their policies to comply with that of the

former body.

(3) the structure of this body should be such that it could never be

accused of sacrificing the interests of countries ecnomically weak

to those of the countries economically and financially the most

powerful

(4) the statutes and Charter to bc adopted by the -ITO must be

sufficiently broad and flexible to make then easily acceptable to

countries of the most divergent economic structures, thereby

avoiding the danger of the formation of mutually antagonistic

economic blocs.

The relations between member states of the ITO and non-members should be
13
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clearlydefined, cs should the methods which the ITO intends to use to secure

the adherence of countries which have not yet joined the Organisation. If it is

hoped to achieve this by means of sanctions and penalties, the way chosen seems to

us to be fraught with danger. Such a method, far from making, for normal inter-

national economic relations, would in the end result in the creation of two blocs

and a state of even greater tension. The solutions advocated by the ITO to achieve

full employment must be sufficiently realistic end constructive in character to

forestall deflationary crises of under-consumption and not merely to mitigateor

localise then. Once a major crisis has developed it is very difficult to localism

it and to avoid its spreading across the world. This second task, however much

easier than the first it mayappear, is in fact one of the hardest to accomplish
because of the difficulties inherent in the reversal of commercial trends.

Since this question is of the utmost importance, I must repeat once more:

A distinction must be drawn 'between a policy of warding off crises by means of a.

policy of full employment as we have defined it, and a policy aiming solely at

mitigating the effects of crises, which would in our opinion be a far less

efficacious policy and, in spiteof appearances, one far more difficult to apply.

The WFTU believes that the methods at the disposal of the International

Monetary Fund to forestall or minimisethe effects of depressions and economic

disturbances cannot prove sufficiently effective, since'.

(1) the prohibition of the export of capital is likely to prove an illusion

unless it is accompanied by control of current accounts.

(2) devaluation carried out in period of under-consumption of a reflationary

character cannot be considered a sufficiently effective measure.

(3) the establishment of restrictions with regard to so-called rare currencies

is likely to be the more belated in view of the fact that rarity of the

currencies in question can se deterrined only after the actual arrival of

the crisis and the spreadingin ever-widening: circles of diminishing

effective demand.

As we have already noted, a sudden riversalof commercial trends encounters

very serious dificulties,

14
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The world Federation of Trade Unions wishes also to emphasize

that all measures will prove dangerously ineffective if the nations whose

financialpower is greatest and whose influence proponderates in world

economy do not carry out a consistent full employment policy based. on a

redistribution of purchasing power in favour of the working classes at home

and do not practise abroad a broad policy of international lending and at the

same time throw open their markets to the products of debtor -nations.

The W.F.T.U draws the attention of the Conference to the fact that world

peaceandprosperity depend primarily or its reaching a solution along

really international lines of the problems facing it and in particular of

the problemof full employment. As you are aware, we put to the Pre-paratory

Committee of the Confernce on Trade and Employment a series of questions

to which we have had no reply. We believe that the sessions to be hold in

New York and Geneva will provide us with more detailed information on all

the points which are our special concern and that the brinin- together of

our respective points of view will be rich in results. I was most happy

to hear that certain of you have insisted upon the importance of this

Report on public opinion in order to bring to a fruitful close and result

the work you have been. The W.F.T.U., whose membership includes more

than sixty million men and women, have a very strong influence, perhaps
a decisive influence, on that public opinion. That is or of the many

reasons which make me believe that our Participation in your work has not

bean useless.

the chairman(interpretation): I thank mr duret for his statement. We shaIl

now resume this series of statements of Delegations, and I shall call upon

Mr dimechkie, the delegate of lebanon.

mr dimechkie(Labanon): Mr Chairman, Fellow Delegates: It was a great honour

for us to take part in this Prepartory Comiittee, and we feel sure that

our deliberations here will have a very favourable effect on the economic

well-being of the nations and will bring about closer understanding and

cooperation amongst the peoples of the world. Economic strife has always

been at the basis of international misunderstandings, Therefore, if our

work here has contributed to the amelioration of trade relations and the

15
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climination of economic friction we shall indeed have played an important

part in laying one of the main foundations of world peace. I am sure that

the purposes that the Organization has set out in the suggested Chartcr

are in the hearts of all the people of the world. Our meeting here was

held mainly to discuss the best means ofattainingthese ends - in other

words, to discuss what sort of an Oranization we should establish to help

us realize our aims. Here we have met delegates from different parts of

the world. Some of us come from highly industrialized countrics, others

from the war-devastated countries of Europe and asia; others again from

countries which are still in the carly stores of economic development. We

are all met to achieve a higher and fuller state of productive employment

and an increase in the volume aof international trade and a higher standard

of living; for all nations. Naturally, our work was not always without

difficulties, difficulties arising from thevery different problems which

our countries face. Most of these difficulties, however, have been sur-

mounted, and dispute the -problems that still have to be settled we feel

sure that before long we shall have a strong and healthy Organization,

fulfilling most effectively the important purposes forwhich it has been

established, but an Organizationwhich the world very badlyneeds. In

conclusion, the Lebanese delegation would like to offer their thanks to

you, Mr Chairman, for the wise guidance you have given, to the United

States delegation for the Charter,the Charter, to the United Kingdom for

their hospitality, and to the Executive Secretary and the Secretariat for

their very efficient work.

the chairman (interpretation): I thank Mr.Dimechkie for his statement, and I

now call upon Mr Speekenbring the chief delegate of the Netherlands.

mr speekenbrink(Netherlands): Mr Chairman, on the whole, I think I may say

we have reason to be content with the progress made at this Conference. All

of us have contributed to the setting up of constructive rules aiming at

the expansion of world trade and enjoyment, this being the principal idea

underlying; our task. If we have kept to that leading principle, we have

at the same: time not lost sight of the responsibilitics of national



requirements and, in doing so, we have had to makecertain reservations.

Those reservations, However, may be said tohave been kept within reason-

able bounds. As a result of all this we may confidently look forward to

the next step on our road, butin thecase of theNetherlands thereare

twoimportant points which Ihave to mention. Thefirst point concerns

the position of Germany and the second refers to the structure of the

Kingdom. The very vital importancewhich themid-European hinterland

has always had for the Netherlands economy is a well known fact. I do

not intend to go into details, but I think it necessary to recall here and

how that, as matters, stand, our economy is in danger of being made subject

to an amputation it could sccreely be expected to survive. Cutting off

our close economic relations with Germany, isolationg German economy and

basing its financial on currency alien to that country does concern,

the Development of trade in Europe and therefore our work. For it is clear

that such a policy would greatly harrper our possibilities to take part in

international trade to our full capacity. What are the Dutch arts going

to do if trade should be diverted from its naturalroutes? What are/going

to do with the export-surpluses of our agricultural production, in which
throughout the years that lie behind us enormous amounts of capital have

been invested, and in which about 25 per cent. of our population find a

living, if traditional consumers of major importance are lost to us? These

are just a few examples of the many questions which are being raised

now in my country in this respect and arc of grave concern to us.

Whilst the Netherlands Delegation have wholechertedly worked together with

all other delegates round this table, to arrive at a draft charter aiming

at expansion of international trade, at the same time the Netherland.are

faced with next-door factors involving a serious contraction of inter-

nationl trade, which set special problems to our economy. I shall not

dwell further on this at present most unsatisfactory situation which at

least has a very direct bearing on the transitional period which the

Netherlands have to through. Thus I now ask your attention for the

problems my country has to face with regard to anticipated changes in the

structure of the Kingdom itself. Here the situation is not yet quite clear,

but, on the other hand, I can state that considerable progress appears to
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have been made in a conference at Batavia where anunderstanding has been

reached or a draft agreement which is being submitted to the parties con-

cerned and may serve as the basis fordeveloping,under the Crown, the

future constitutional and other relations between the component parts of

the Kingdom in Europe, in Asia and in the Western Honisphere. In due

course we, therefore, will have to consider in which manner the different

parts of the Kindom will adhere to the planswhich have been worked out

at this Conference. Mr Chairman, I brought to the notice of all members

of this Conference two points of grcat importancetomy country, and,

having done this, I think I might be allowed to make, very briefly, a few

additional observations with a direct bearing on the result of the Confer--

ence. The first remark is that the draft Charter as it stands contains .

number of what are sometimescalled "Escape Clauses." These Escape Clauses

however, have been drafted by various Committees or Sub-Committees or

Rapporteurs with the result that the wording is far from being uniform.

No doubt the Drafting Committee will see to it that clauses of this kind,

the interpretation of which may some day become very important, are worded

in carefullychosen terms that are as closely uniform as will prove to be

possible. The second observation is that we have an important chapter

dealing with Commodities, but it may be that, owingperhaps to pressure

of work, our present draft and the sequence of its clauses are not entirely

satisfactory from a point of logic. I would like to suggest that there

is a very close relation between commodity policy and commodity arrangement

but commodity policy has been dealt with in various clauses of our

chapters then the Commodity Agreements. It might prove very useful indeed

if the Drafting Committee should look into the possibility of an alternative

draft with regard to primary commdities in which matters relatin to

commodity policy would constitute one single chapter together with the

Commodity Arrangements. In this respect I cannot help thinking of the

Washington Conference of the F.A .O. because this suggestion might facili-

tate the coordination of I. T. O., F. A O. and possibly other specialized

agencies on such very important matters of comodity policy. Likewise

there is the question of the intricate system by which, since 1930, we
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have been compelled to conduct out affairs to safeguard vital interests

of our agriculture. I submitted particulars of this system to several

delegates who played an important part in the drafting of the articles

regarding quantitative restrictions, state trading and subsidies.

Tioe has been too short to reach dcfinitc conclusions in this rcspoct, but

I am confident that further study vrill prove tfLt it is entirely consistent

with the purpzoses of the draft t Charter. The v-ork of tha Comnittc on Er-

ployrent I think of special importance, so that I iay say ac vord of

apDpreciation on it and express the hole that the Resolution ;zo have acred.e

upon will soon be forxarded to the Econonic and Social Council, in order to

enable this Council to undertake the studios vihich .arc dace.Zd desirable. The

Netherlands DelePation also arc in full aî;reconnt vrith the inclusion of a.

new chapter on Econornjo Developie-nt, which thcy consider an irortant addition

ta the purposes of' the I. T. 0. s a coneludinS ronark, M,,r Chairran, I should

also like to dravi your attention to the Joint State.-.cnt -rfhich cux Prench and

Belr, an friends acd ourselves have submrittcd TJith regard to the possibility

oP apIeal to an Econoie Chcbor oaf the International Court of Justice from

decisions of the I.T.0. f7ef'ol that such a sten is indispensable if the

proposed Oranization is to be a success. Thank you, ir Chairman.

THE CIL`'JMiù: (interpretation): I should liko to thank LIr S-ckonbrink for his

remarks. I now call u-pon Mir Johnsen, the chiot dole-atc of Neo Zcaland.

MUqR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Mr Chairman and Gentlemen. On behalf af- the New

Zealand Delecation, mey I scy how pleased. wc have bcon to participate in

this Conferencc? W0 share v;ith others the vier, that nothing but good can

come from a meeting such as this, attecndod byreprosoentatives of soOany

nations having so vide an interest in vrorld trade and attendant problcris.

It is only through the exchange of' ideas ,and inforr tion rclardin tha

problcns a1fcctin: our -particular countries such as -,- hava hacd at tius

Conference thatit is possible to scc haov f'ar it is practicab.le to dcterrmir

a 'col-nan set of ruies ïhich miiht fomr the basis on which worl&- trado policy

might be conducted. The discussions which vic have had should assuredly ,o

far towards reaching that objective. It is ulcar that thore is common

recaSni-tion of the necessity for develoient of ccononic resources as a
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means of providing employment and of raising standardsof living , thereby

leading to an expansion of international trade. The reports of this Con-

ference will provide a useful basis for further study of this very im-

portant and interesting, subject, not only by the countries which have been
represented at the Conference, but by aIl countries having aninterest in

world trade. We hope that the good work which wehave connenced at this

preliminary seetingwillbe carried further at the next session of the

Committee.

May I say in conclusion have much -personal pleasure the New

Zealand. Delegation have derived in being associated with the representatives

of other countries in this task to which our respective countrics have

attached. themselves in the interests of the world as a whole? We have been

impressed most deeply with the spirit of goodwill which has existed

right throughout the Conference, and we are certain that the friendships

made will endure for a long time.

We should like to give recognition also to the contribution of

all those who have helped to make the Conference a success, to yourself,

Sir,. to the Secretariat, to the Chairman of Committees, to the Rapporteurs,

and to the staff generally, without whose personal efforts we should not

have been able to record so much -progress in-our work in so short a period.

Thank you.

the chairman (interpretation): I should like to thank Mr Johnsen. Now I

call upon Mr Colban, the delegate of Norway.

20.
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mr erik colban (Norway) I believe - as thosewhohave sopken before

me - that we may congratulate ourselves upon theresults to whichwe

have provisionally arrived during, our six weeks of stronuous work,

The excellent spirit and cordial atmosphere which have existed between

the delegations have certainly greatly contributed towardsthis.

We realisethat such results as we have been able to reach are not

final and as yet not bindingupon our governments. The norwegian

delegation has made certain reservations and has expressed doubts

as to whether certain texts arereally the proper means of realising

our common purpose. But in spit of our reservations and doubt,

we consider that whathas been achieved here in london constitutesa

valuable step forward., The idea whichwe have come together to try

to bring nearer to its realisation has in fact taken more concrete

form in cur minds and the texts which we have worked out represent

a marked advance on anything we have had up to now,

I trust we shall succeed, Because we have the will to succeed,

The difficulties still not yet overcome must be studied eurther in

the spirit of the most determined desire to solve them throughmutual

concessions - concessions which should result in bring about a

state of affairs such that everyone of us may find that, after all,

what now are looked upon as concessions do not really imply a sacr

fice but rather a contribution to the vast construction of satisfa-,

tory world trade and satisfactory employment conditions.

I for one believe In full confidence that we all will be better

off after the successful termination of our labours next summer and

autumn, I need not emphasise the importance of economic :

wellbeing for the political stability andwellbeing of allcountries

We are all -of us decided to so ahead with determinationWe areall

of us decided to be frank and sincere in the defence of the

interests of our own countries. I think wemaypromise toexamineall

outstanding problems with the calm and inexcitable mind of wisenon

We are in for something that isthe lmmediate concern not of

governments only but of all mankind. We need support of public

opinion inall countries. I have had pleasure in noting the keen

interest which not only other public international bodies. May also
21.
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the International Chamber of Commerce and the World Federation of

Trade Unions have shown in out work, It will be a grant helpin the
furtherance if our task that these and other international organise
tionsare willinto;willingtoassist us throughdirectcontact and also, and

mainly, through the influence that they, each in their separate

fields, may be able to exercise on public opinion and in the

counsels of governments. (Applause.)

THE CHAirman (Interprotation) I would like to think the delegate of

Norway and I now call upon Mr. van der Post, delegate of the Unicn

of South Africa,

Mr, A F VAN DER lost (South Africa) : Mr Chairman, on behalf the

delegationof the Union of South Africa, I wish to express our

pleasure at having been associated with collenagues from seventeen

other countries and with the members of the Secretariat in the

lnteresting and ver useful discussions of the past six weeks

Unfortunately our ship has had to change Captain several times, but

as Third Pilot in charge I am pleased that we have bean one of the

convoy nowapproaching port. The convoy has enjoyed sunshine and

good weather, but, as is to be exiected by those who brave the sea:

it has also had to traverse troubled waters and at times has sailed

under cloudy skies. That there should have been collisions and the

all of us perhaps have some scars is not surprising; Out, despite

all difficulties, we are pleased that the convoy has weathered suc

stormy seas as it may have experienced and is now ready to drop

anchor at its first port oa call.

If we exclude the Economic Conference of 1933, this Conference

represents - certainly in this post-war era - the first great atte,

on the part of a comparatively large number of countries, represon

tive of both hemispheres and all atitudes to meet round a table a.

examine the problems of freer trade, Differencesof opinion there

were bound to be, but the mere fact that, so many persons represent

tive of eighteèn nationsand, therefore, of widely diffiering, inter.

could meet and devote six weeks of close scrutiny andf study to a

desirable and common objective is, to say the last, most encourag

What is still more encouraging l-s the degree of unanimity that has
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been reachedbetweenus as delegates on a number of imports points.

We rrealiseof course that nothing that we have donehere commits our

individual governments; but nevertheless, the cordiality and degree

of understanding which have characterised our discussions even as

discussions of officials and the degree of unanimity reched by Us

on points of agreerment as well as of difference augur well for the

future.

We certainly should not be complacent, but more certainly need

not be possimisticor even sceptical about whatourassociation of

the past few wes has attained. Our convey is about to disperse,

only, however, to converge again within another few Months and steer

upon our second port. We wish the smaller convoy which we are dos-

patchlng to New York success in lts course and look forward to our

converging , at Geneva in April with well-warranted courage to under-

take the greater task which will await us there,

In conclusion, Mr Chairman, I wish on behalf of our delegation

to thanks you and the various Chairman of committees and sub-committees

for your and theirleadership, and the Secretary and its staff,

including the translators, for their very efficient services.

Finally, we wish our colleagues of this Conference the complIments

of the approaching season and look forward to meeting you, Sir, and

themagain in the New Year. (Applause,)

the chairman I would like to thank Mr. van dar Post and I now call

upon mrmarquand, chief delegate of the united Kingdom.

Mr. H.marquand (UK): We met six weeks ago to tackle a highly technical task.

This task the United Kingdom Government b. lieves, is of critical importance

not merely for my own country, but for the future of the world. Somehow, we

must find the; way of making it clear to the peoples of the world how muchit means

to them, Atthemo :, ri are in the carly stages and while the task is yet

incomplete it might be the resolve of u all to secure greater understanding of

what we are doing.

As I said, we are engaged on a task of great technical diffalty, What

was it? we hadprepare annotated agenda for a further Conference. That

Conference, we hoped, would lay the foundations of an International Trade

Organisation. At the same time, it would begin the job - the necessary job -
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of removing some ofthe obstructions to the flow of world trade andplan

measures for increasing that flow.Our task .as mplicated, but our

objective was modestly and realistically stated. We are not to solve the

major or problems. We were to explore them, to examine them, to state them,

perhaps to outlinethe means by which they could bc attacked. But we were to

leave the major task to thefurther conference.

Setting out thus modestly, we have exceeded out expectations.we have

surprised ourselves. We have found almost complete agreement in stating the

problems which must be solved. Perhapsthat may seem easy; but we have also be,

able to agree in the main on the degree of importance of the various problems an

the order in which they should be tackled. More than that, we have found a

remarkable meeasure of agreement as to what the ultimate solution of every one

of our problems must be and as to the means we can use to ensure these

solutions.

This we have been able to Go because we have tried to be constructive,

to go forward to something nctw, net merely to rectify the mistakes or correct

the errors of the past,, :e have agreed not merely that we must free world

trade from obstruction, but that we must expand it. We have accepted the

objecàtive of a high and stable level of employment: we have set down, in

outline at Ieast, means by which we think it can be attained. We have agreed

on the methods of international action which can be taken which the supply

of primary commodities threatens seriously to exceed demand. There is no

difference between us as to the need for an International Trade Organisation

and. little difference as to its constitution. There are some differences

among us as to the quickest .means of diversifying the economies and increasing

the wealth of under-developed regions, but there is no difference as to tho

need to do so. There may be some difference of empasis about the

restoration of the economic life of Central Europe, but there is no

differencef principle. I am particularly glad that it should have been

in the oldest capital City of the British Commonwealth that this agreement

had been found. You may well think after your experiences here that it could

be an advantage if our standard of living could be raised. You may even think

that our climate could be improved, But I con see that you have all derived

benefit from breathing the air of compromise which prevails in London. May
24.
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I, like others, pay tribute Mr. Chairman to the sagacity -and tact with which

you have guided us to these happy conclusions and to the smoothness and

efficiency with which the Secrctariat has provided our technical services.

when the President of the Board of Trade welcomed this Conference at

its first Sossion he said that in discussions such as these every nation must

be prepared to give as wellas to take. The United Kingdom delegation at this

Conference has followed that advice. So, I whole-heartedly recognise, have all

other delegations. But when we scparate let us not imagine that the need for

agreement and understanding has diminished. The prize that we seek to win is

so great that we may all of us justly incur risks in oder to gain it. Our

need is urgent and time presses.

You will return now. to report to your Governmen. The Government of the

United Kingdomhopes that everyGovernment will look with a favourable eye

upon these reports. I hope that those Governments will be able to send their

delegates to breathe the air of insipiration in Geneva in the Spring - an
and

inspiration to resolve every differency to carry through there with speed the

bigger task of establishing world trade upon firmer andmore lasting

foundations than in the past

the chairman (Interpretation): I thank you Mr Marquand andI now call upon

Mr. Milcox, the Chief of the United States Delegation.
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mr ilcox (US): Mr. Chairman, today we come to the end, not of or

meeting but of six. We havecompleted a series of conferences

on international economic policy., dealing, respectively, with

employment, industrialdevelopment, commercial relations, restri

ive business practices, commodity arrangements, and the ostablis

ment Of a now organization for -world trade.We have dealt with

subject matter that prosents, in its co-combination Of diversity,

complexity, and political sonsitvity, a problemso difficult

that it might well have defied the negotiators art. Yet on oveI

major issue that has been before us, in every one ofthese

conferences, we have come, all or almost all of us, to an identi

of views. We have worked steadily and quickly, in an atmospher

of cordial co-operation, ---here each has sought to find his own

interest in a purpose that is common to us all. And we have

completed our task within the time that we allotted to it when.-

met.

have- -arrived at wide agreement, speaking as exports

without committing our governments, onnine-tonths or more of the

text of a charter for world trade, employment, and economic

development. I amhappy that the preparatory work that was done

within my own government has contributed to this result. But

am equally happy that the draft that is no taking form has a

better balance, a greater realism, and a finer precision than th

one with which we began. The document that is omerging will give

expression, not to the lowest common denominator, but to the

highest common denominator of our views, The principles on which

we have built are sound. Our work has been well done. We have

gone farther and faster, I am sure, that any one of us had dared

to hope was possible six rocks ago.

We have made a good boginning, but it is only a beginning.

The instrument that we have forged in London must be polished

this winter in New York, hardened with the alloy of trade

26.
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many nations that will follow, acceptodby world opinion, andput

into operation by governments . The way ahead of us is long and

may be difficult. But we are facing: in the.right direction and

wehave taken the first sure stops toward our common goal. And

in this there is great Promise for a worried and a weary world.

As we have structed nere with the technicalities of

unconditional most-favoured-nation treatment, discquilibrium

in the balance of payments, non-discrimination in the administrat-

ion of quantitative restrictions, and procedures to be followed

in multilateral selective negotiations on tariffs and preferences,

we have not lost sight, I trust, of the deeperproblems that

underlic these mysteries.. For the questions that we have really

been discussing are whether there is to be economic peace or

economic war, whether nations are tobe drawntogether or torn

apart, --hether mon are to have work or be idle, whether their

families are to cat or go hungry, -hether their children are to

face the. future with confidence or with fear. Our answer to all

of those questions is written in the Charter for th, world to

read.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I should like to express, for

my. deelegation, our gratitude for the many courtesies that have

been shown us during these meetings, our admiration for the men

with whom we have worked both day and night over the past six

weeks, our affection for those .whom we have case to know as

personal friends, our deep appreciation of the spirit of good-

will that has animated all of-the deligerations of this committee,

from the beginning to the end. We are pleased and we are proud

to have been associated ith such a group in such an enterprise.

(,Applause)

thechairman (Interpretation): I would like to thank Mr. wilcox

for his stattment.
27-



Gen ha.c lis,..ed th the .,eatest of attention

to the speeches made by the various delegations, and I am vary

pleased to remark that the impression that each one of them has

drawn front the task of this Conference is the same as my own

impression, high I allowed myself to express this morning in my

speech. I think are in the right ray and that we need only go

ahead.

Before separating I would like to say to you, first of all,

how much I was moved by the gracious .:ords --hich most of you have

expressed concerning myself . 'e have -,orkod in an atmosphere of

thought, in en atmosphere which sometimes was even ratherdynamic

but above all we have worked in a good humour. We have sometime

oven had the courage to make fun of ourselves, se -e have had soi

sense of humour. We will laugh for many years yet about the

famous Ruritanian amendment .'-.s1tch ras ciroulariscd a.Mongst all

the delegations, and also the apocryphal report of the Procedure

Committee. If we had this courage it .-as because .:7 sav., -:hat

rocks we wished to avoid, and thus. we found quickly and very

easily the right path.

I would now like to speak to the representatives of the

Government of the United Kingdom, in order to express to them, ir

my own name and on behalf of all of you, our thanks and gratitu,

for the hospitality -hich re have enjoyed in London during' this

last fre weeks. Itdoes not seem to me anexaggeration to say

that thé cordiality with which wewere greetedthere, the atmosphe

of seriousness, ofwork and organization with -which old England

is so full today, have helped in the excellent results which we

have reached.

I would like to thank the Directors of Church House, this

fine building of which we now know all the many passages' To the

managers I would like- to say her much I have appreciated their

effective and discreet organization. Gentlemen, hero in Church

House you have found excellent co-operation and such goodwill in
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your -work that you -were able to f inish your task in a relatively

short while. It is none the loss sure that this result is to a

great extent due to the valuable work of the Chairman of the

different Committees, and now I wouldlike to pause in order to

greet them all: Mr. unsz King, therepresentative of China.
Mr. Coombs .who has such a heavy taks and to whomweall owe so

much Mr.Helmore, .-hose Committee. worked so valiantly that it

was all themoreworthyofourwas allthemore worthy of our homage today weare sorry out

to have amongst us today Mr. Edminster, Mr. Malik and Mr..

Dieterlin, but let their absence not makeus forget all that we

owe to them. Every one '.as -orthy of his task and I associate

you all together in my thoughts. All delegations workedd

effectively. I cannot name them all, nor all their qualities,

but I do not --ish by this silence to seem to forget the excellent

work done by myfriend Mr. Speekenbrink and the Procedures

Committee.

I --oul also like to turn towards the Interpreters and toll

them how much I admire their work and how they have accomplished

their difficult task, often in very difficult circumstances.

Finally, I would like to give avery special place in this

tribute to the Executive Socreitariat of this Conference, thanks

to which we have been able to accomplish oui task. Mr. ".yndham-
white, Mr. Lacarte andtheir brilliant groupof co-workers have

been model agents and - we must admt it - the real workers of

this Conference. I cannot do better than to thank them inyour

name and in my orn name.

Now, gentleman, I must say. farewell to you and-wish you a

speedy return to your homes, a Happy Christmas, and lot us meet

again in the future, (Applause).

Gentlemen, I feel it is my duty nem to say a fe- r 2erds in

English to my English-speaking friends who form the majority of

this Conferonce. Most of the time what I have had to say has had
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to be conveyed to you through Interpreters. I should like to

thank then for exprcssing my thoughts so admirably, and without

their help my task could have been most difficult. However, on

this occasion I feelthat I mustspeaktoyou directly and :-give

you a few words of farewell inyour own language.

I wish first of all to speak to our host, theBritish

Government , who have helped us so generously and whom I thank

most sincercly for their very cordial hospitality. Long will be

remember the Church of England, 'hose promises have formed the

setting for our meetings. Long will be rememberedthe Hoare

Memorial Hall, the consultation room frorn high we were regular

driven by the noise of the work! And the corridors where severa.

delegates regularly lost their way My five weeks in London

have been both very hard and very pleasant; very hard. because

we have all had to tackle a lot of -.ork,-but also very pleasant

because of the execellent relations established between us and

the feeling of mutual good-ill and the desiretocollaborate

in the common task.

I should like to add a word of thanks to the members of its

Secretariat whose zeal, efficiency and kindness have been more

then useful tome and to us all. I shall alwaysretain grateful

memories of mystay hero, and: I sincc-rely hopc c shall all moct

again next Spring at Geneva. (Applause)
I no call onMr. Speckbrink.

mr enbrink: gentleman, I havebeen allowed the privilege of

saying last word to you, and I do that with the more placasure

owingto the close relationship between out two countries and

also between us as collcagues, and when we got a wide Customs

Union, ell wemay betrains:

Mr. Chairman, Iam not a man of many words, 60 I rill only

say to you this, that it is my privilege to express: to you the

appreciation of the .wholceConference for the impartiall and wisce
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guidance which you have offered to us .Wehave indeed been

fortunate to have you as our Chairman - a anwho combines such

high qualities oftact, experience and personality. Thank you.

(Applause) .

the chairman (Interpretation): I thank Mr. speekenbrink - my

friend speekenbrink - withall my heart for his kindess and his

very good words..

Gentlemen, I believe that we have come to the end of our

work wehad hoped to finish this evening, but we have had the

pleasant surprise of finishing at tea-time Therefore,I

declarethe meeting closed.
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